RESEARCH ANY PLACE FROM ANY PLACE WITH VUMAP

CHALLENGE

Streamlining your basic activities like research, while still delivering an accurate, high quality legal service, frees your time to focus on developing your client base. Did your legal education prepare you to be an entrepreneur? Probably not, but that’s what it takes to establish a practice as your business. You can get better results in less time.

SOLUTION

Technology from First Base Solutions (FBS) can ensure your time is being used efficiently and productively in the course of your day to day research. All the geographic data you need has been bundled into a web-based mapping application called VuMAP that anyone can use with very little training. High resolution aerial imagery forms a photo base layer for you to view property boundaries in context and research PIN, ARN, legal descriptions and more for every property in Ontario. VuMAP has tools to draw, measure, and take notes right over the photo map. The aerial imagery produced by FBS is date stamped for straightforward year over year comparisons, providing reliable evidence of changes to properties over time. These same easy-to-use tool sets, can be used in many branches of law to establish site lines around curves in the road important to reconstructing accident scenes, or to prepare persuasive visual materials as evidence.

The old expression “time is money” never rings more true as it does in the legal profession. You know how to do your job better than anyone else, First Base Solutions is giving you tools to do it better, faster, and cheaper. See measurable results immediately.
**Features**

- Property lines and legal descriptions.
- Date stamped current and historical imagery.
- Online library of searchable geographic data.
- Accurately measure direction, distance, and area.
- 24/7 online service.
- Annual subscription to access VuMAP for a flat fee with unlimited usage.

**Benefits**

- Reduce cost and time of geographic research.
- Access reliable, objective records of past site conditions.
- Establish sightlines and timelines.
- Easy to use, nothing to install, little need for training or support.
- Predictable workloads; time is freed up to take on more clients.

**Conclusions**

Billable hours are king so you need to be efficient in everything you do. The VuMAP service offered by First Base Solutions allows you to gain access to imagery, data, and tools that streamline location-based research tasks you do every day. It's affordable, easy to use, and provides you with a predictable effort to complete routine tasks. First Base Solutions is a geospatial expert with something to offer in every industry. Call us today to learn what we can do for you.